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Enjoy Desi Boyz with Akshay Kumar, John Abraham, Virej Dasani, Chitrangda Singh, Deepika Padukone, Sanjay Dutt and
others. Monetville, France. The organizer of the festival, the cinema chain "Retro-Kino", announced the premiere of the film
"Watchmen. War of the Worlds Z". Start at 21:00. 100 UAH The film was based on the best-selling comic book S.H.I.E.L.D.
and tells about the unique adventures of a team of American scientists, together with which researchers and pioneer scientists
set off on a desperate "journey" through unknown lands inhabited by giant scary and toothy arachnid creatures. This time the
heroes of the film are faced with an alien race "Masters of the Earth". Their powerful weapon, the "Alien Eye", is capable of

turning the planet into a dead fragment, to top it all off, "Chronophages" attacked the Earth, threatening to destroy all life on the
planet and wipe humanity from the face of the Earth. So I had a chance to see this movie with my own eyes! For a long time he
did not leave the cinemas and pleased after watching a lot of positive emotions! From the very beginning, the movie surprised

me. The whole film left vivid impressions, everything is shot with taste. All the moments in the film intrigued me and in the end
I got great pleasure from watching. The film had one minus for me, there were only two girls in the lead role, in general there

was only one man for the whole film and the one in the middle of the film, he was only in one scene where he could crash into a
car, causing the girl to died in this accident, and the man, without understanding what had happened, went to the scene when

both the police and journalists were already there. In general, thank you all for watching! The July reporting concert was held at
a very high level! The boss was on a roll, and the vocals of the stars (Granovskaya and Grimes) were just great! All this has
developed into a general unforgettable atmosphere of a sincere concert, which, as you know, is remembered for a long time.
Granovskaya's girlfriend, Sonya Volovich, sang very well, and Sonya herself was beautiful. "Lullaby" sounded great in her

performance, and she also pleased with the chic "Moon Pierrots" and "What is autumn for us", and the ill-fated song
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